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• I. INTRODUCTION

In the United States, superallog development began dur-

ing the 1930's prompted b_ the need _or heat resistant

materials required in aircraft engine turbosuperchargers.

Since then gas turbine engine technologg has paced the

development o_ new superallogs. In a gas turbine, the _irst

stage turbine blades or buckets are cast parts which can see

longitudinal stresses o_ approximatelg 138 MPa and tempera-

tures ranging From 650 to 980°C. Future demands on perFor-

mance and e._iciencg will push these limits even higher each

gear.

In order to achieve these "super" properties, mang

alloging elements are added to the base element resulting in

complex microstructures. The major alloging elements o#

Ni-base superallogs include; chromium (Cr), cobalt (Co),

aluminum (AI), titanium (Ti), tantalum (Ta), niobium (Nb),

tungsten (U), and molgbdenum (Mo). Carbon (C), boron (B),

and zirconium (Zr) are considered as trace or minor element

additions.

Cr, Co, Ta. Nb, and W are imported #tom ?oreign coun-

tries and are cdns_dered to be critical or strategic ele-

ments. In recent gears, the political uncertaintg in coun-

tries producing these strategic elements has prompted
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studies o_ the roles o_ strategic elements in superalloys.

Large amounts o. cobalt are used in superalloys, yet the

role o_ cobalt is not well understood. Cobalt has been

_ound to have various roles in different alloysJ however,

the main role o_ cobalt apparently is to modify the the

matrix solubility _or alloying elements thereby a_ecting

microstructures and mechanical properties.

To undc,.stand the role o_ cobalt and its interactions

with boron and zirconium _rom solidification to long time

aged e_ects0 cast U-738 was chosen since it is a high Cr

alloy and is being extensively used in gas turbines _or oxi-

dation and sulphidation resistance. This study on U-738

will attempt to reveal the e_ects o_ Co, B, and Zr on:

1. Solidi.ication behavior.

2. Precipitation o_ new phases.

3. Overall changes in morphology o_ existing phases.

4. Structural stability during exposure.

5. Mechanical properties.

Morphologie_ oP _', prim_rg and _econdarg carbides,

boride _'orm_Lion, eutectic V', and the grain boundaries will

be evaluated and then correlated to mechanical property

data. Structural characterization by scanning electron

microscopy, energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDAX), and X-

rag di_ractior, oF extracted phases will be carried out.
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW

5-_ _ha_es Found in Superalloqs

Nickel base superalloys consist o_ a variety o_ ele-

ments. There _ay be as many as ten to twelve major elements

and an equal number o_ trace elements. Nickel and cobalt

are _ace centered cubic elements which pre_er the austenite

ga_a matri× (_). Solid solutioning elements include iron,

chromium, molybdenum, tungsten, and vanadium. Elements

which mag pa,'tition to _OT'm the coherent precipitate "6-

(Ni3A1) include aluminum, titanium, columbium, and tantalum.

Boron, carbon, zirconium, and hafnium are trace elements

which _orm borides and carbides, and segregate to the grain

boundaries. (I) Gen_rallg all the_e elements combine to _c,rm

_ive distinct phases, the matrix, gamma prime (_)', car-

bides, borldes, at,d TCP (tetragonally close packed) phases.

gamma prime is a unique precipitate that is inherentlg

ductile and contributes to alloy strength by dislocation

interaction, and antiphase boundarg strengthening. The

strength o_ _" increa_e_ with temperature <1) Gamma prime

nucleates hom_geneouslg due to its compatible FCC structure

and lattice constant (0.1% mismatch). As a result it has

Io_ surface energg and extraordinarg long time stabilitg (1)

Carbides _ay _orm in a various number o_ wags. Upon

solidification MC tgpe carbides _orm heterogeneouslg



throughout an alloy and may be _ound intergranularly or

trar,sgranularlg <oFten interdendriticallg) _1) Chemicallg

these primary carbides contain titanium, tantalum, niobium,

and hafnium. They have a FCC structure and will decompose

during heat treatment to provide carbon _or secondary car-

bide reactions. The secondary carbide reaction is usually

the verg i_;portant Cr rich M_3C 6 tgpe carbide which _orms in

the range _ro_ 260 to 980°C. Molghdenum and tungsten as

well as nickel can be _ound in the M23C 6. M_3C 6 carbides

generallg _orm in the grain boundaries, significantly

improving ru_,ture strength <1) bg preventing grain boundarg

sliding. However rupture _ailure o_ten initiates either by

brittle _racture o_ these same carbides or through decohe-

sion oF the M2_C 6 - _ interPace.

M6C car.bid_s, tgpicallg (Ni,Co)3(Mo) 3 o_ <Ni,Co)2(W)4,

mag eorm i_ the Mo plus W is greater or equal to 7 wt%.

O_ten they will _orm in the matrix as either discrete parti-

cle_ or plates _ithin a temperature range o_ 815 to 980°C.

Discrete MC, M23C 6, and M6C carbides have been shown to

have beneficial ee_ects on mechanical properties by disper-

siof, strengthe,,ing and controlling grain growth. When theg

_orm plates, needles, or continuous _ilms in grain boun-

daries, the mecha,,ical properties can be impaired.

Borides mag _orm upon solidification or as a result o_

heat treatment. The M3B _ boride is the most common tgpe
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_ound. Boride _ormation may occur when boron is in excess

o_ .012 wt_ (1)
in nickel-base allogs. Howeverj borides may

be _ound in Ni-base alloys with less than 120 ppm o_ boron

o du_ to segregation. Boron generally segregates at the grain

boui,daries, and can be part o_ the M23C 6 carbide.

Laves, c, and mu are hard TCP phases which _orm upon

heat treatment. TCP phases are platelike in nature and can

nucleate at grain boundaries and in the matrix. The plate-

li_e morphology oe these phases provides excellent nuclea-

tion sites .or crack initiation and propagation leading to

io_ temperature brittle _ailure. (1)

5-_ _hqsical Metallurq4 o? U-738

A studg bg Detner et a l (_) described the phases ?ound

in the allog IN-738. Aeter the standard heat treatment two

sizes o? _" _ere observed, one about 0.1 micron and the

other about 1.5 to _.5 microns. The f'iner _" was more

rounded and the coarser more angular. Solutioning oe the as

cast _" in allog 738 began at 980°C and was not complete

until an hou,.s exposure at 1_04°C. 500 hours exposure at

. 820°C showed a disappearance o_ the _ine secondarg _'.

MC carbides were ?ound dispersed interdendriticallg and

in the grain boundaries and had a lattice parameter o?
o

4.36A. A_ter 2000 hours at 820°C much o_ the MC carbides

were still p_esent along with a nearbg rod-like phase.
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M_3C 6 carbides were Found primarilg intergranularlg and

_ormed as a _unction o_ temperature at the expense o_ the MC

phase. The solution temperatul.e oF M23C 6 was Found to be

1032°Co Mang N _alculations were made to estimate _ Forma-

tion tendencu and it was concluded that allou 738 is stable_

however, a slight variation in composition could stronglg

promote _ phase.

2.3 E_eeqts o_ Cobalt

The role of cobalt in superallous has been an area oe

great interest in recent years. Several papers have

revealed the effect oF cobalt on _', carbide Formation,

allog stabilitu, and mechanical properties in nickel-base

superallogs. (3-10> Cobalt has a varging role depending on

the overall conposition oe the alloy.

In a studg bg Engel0 it was observed that removal oe

cobalt in Udimet_ 700 resulted in an increased amount oe

un_olutioned prim_rg _" and a decrease in amount oF _ine
(3)

secondarg _'. Jarret and Tien also noted a decrease in

(6)
Fine _" due to le_s solutioning. A studg oF the allog

Mar-M247 bu h!athal et al. revealed that upon removal of

cobalt, the _" $olvus temperature _as raised bu 30°C. (4)

However, Mauer et al. Foundthat in Waspalog, the _" $olvus

(9)
ea$ unaffected bg the removal o_ cobalt.
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Cobalt has also been found to effect the weight percent

o_ "_" it, Ni-base allog_. Heslop claimed that cobalt

increased the amou,_t o_ _" _ouJtd in Nimonic superallogs. He

stated that the mechanism was a decreased matrix solubilitg

_or Al and Ti therebg increasing the _" precipitation. (7>

Studies bg Hauer et al. and Nathal et al. reported a

decrease in the wt% of _" in ,_hen cobalt was reduced. (9'4>

This agrees _ith the results found by Heslop. Engel noted

that the weight _raction o_ _" in U-700 was unaffected bg

re,,oval o_ cobalt. (3) Nathal et al. also observed a reduc-

tion in are_ _raction o_ euLectic _" islands and an increase

in secondarg _" size upon removal o_ cobalt. (4> 3arret and

Tien claimed that the _" coarsened more readilg in their

cobalt _ree allog due to no M23C 6 pinning o_ the primarg
(6)

Cobalt al_o significantly influences the formation of

carbides. In his fundamental study, Heslop concluded that

cobalt increased the solubility of the matrix for carbon,

thus inhibiting the formation of grain boundary

M_3C6carbide_.(7) Mauer et al. _ound that removal o_ cobalt

in Waspaloy resulted in increased precipitation o_ both MC

. and M23C6carbid_s<9) Engel noted that cobalt removal pro-

moted M_3C 6 _or_aLion; however, M3B 2 precipitation increased

as cobalt was added (3)
• Upon long time aging (LTA>, Nathal

et al. reported that additional M_3C _ carbides and continu-

ous carbide _ilms _ormed in the grain boundaries upon remo-
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val of cobalt. (4> Jarret and Tien noted a slightlg different

carbide alteration when cobalt was removed From Udimet 700.

They Found that removal of cobalt, especially down to 0 wt%,

produced M23C 6 and MC carbides upon solidification. These

M_3C 6 carbide_ more likelg Formed upon slow cooling after

solidieication thereby appearing in the "as cast" micros-

tructure. They also eound that upon aging, the 0 wt% cobalt

allog displayed little additional grain boundary precipita-

tion of M23C 6 and attributed it to the relativelg stable "as
<6)

cast" M23C 6. With regard to = phase stabilitg, Lurid et

al. performed a detailed studg on the role of cobalt in

_ormation. They notod that cobalt in small amounts inhi-

bited = phase Formation and at around 5 wt%, cobalt

increased the _" precipitation, displacing Cr From the

matrix therebg making it available For Formation of =.

Engel, darret, and Tien r6ported that cobalt in excess oe

(3,6)
app_oximatelg 8 w_Z promoted _ phase.

Cobalt also has an impact on mechanical properties o_

nickel-base superallogs. 14bile this may in part be due to

its solid solution eeeects, primarily it is due to its

ineluence on microstructure. Tensile properties are

apparentlg least a_ected. Nathal et al. , darret and

Tien, and Mauer et al. all reported little change in ten-

sile strength and ductility when cobalt was removed From

<5,6,9)
their respective allogs.
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Creep/stress rupture properties were most influenced.

Nathal et al. and Mauer et al. Found that cobalt increased

" the stress rupture life oF Mar-M247 and Waspaloy respec-

tivelg bg thre_ ?old. (5,9> Th_g also stated that removal o?

cobalt increased the creep rate up to six ?old, get the duc-

tility in these tests _ere uninfluenced, darret and Tien

investigated allogs with various heat treatments. (6) Theg

round that in U-700, stress rupture life was significantly

lowered when alloys with less than 8.0 ut% Co were given a

disk heat tre_tm=nt (partial _ =olutioning>. However, in

the same alloys which were given a blading heat treatment

(?ullg solutioned _-), the stress rupture liPe was virtuallg
unaFFected.

_'_ _?Fects o____Boron an____dZirconium

Boron and zirconium are added to nickel-base superal-

logs in small a_ounts and are there?ore re?erred to as trace

elements. In the late 1950's it was realized that trace

amounts o? these elements markedly improved hot working

behavior and creep rupture properties o? these allogs. (1_)

How B and Zr improve mechanical properties is not clearl g

understood gct the 9 are considered "essential,, elements. (1)

A study by Antony and Radavich extensively studied the

microstructural results o? Zr and B additions and their

eFFect on stress rupture properties. (11) Theg round that Zr
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additions o_ .15 ut% increased the solidification range of

their allog bg 16°C resulting in more microporositg which

reduced 760°C stress rupture life drasticallg. However_ the

928°C stress rupture life improved and was attributed to

zirconiums e_ect on MC morphologg. Zr was found to alter

the existing script Ta, Ti MC carbides to a Ta rich discrete

MC phase. In addition, Zr suppressed the formation of a

grain boundarg filmo This film formed at high B levels and

lower Zr levels_

Zr was _ound to promote larger and more numerous eutec-

tic _" island_, around which a Zr rich "stick" phase could

be seen. At the highest levels of Zr, the stick phase also

appeared in the grain boundaries. Boron, contrarg to the

binarg Ni-B phase diagram, actuallg decreased the solidifi-

cation range. Less microporosity formed and a large

increase in stress rupture life at both 760 and 928°C

occurred.

Boron uas also _ound to effect grain boundarg precipi-

tation. With no B, fine MC precipitates _ormed in the grain

boundaries uhereas at high B leve'ls the grain boundarg con-

tained prim_rilg the M3 B_ phase. Bori_es also _ormed in a

script like _ashioJ_ near the eutectic _" islands when added

at .012 ut%. However, theg changed to massive tgpe precipi-

tates at .025 wt%. Antong and Radavich also concluded that

the boride phase precipitated directlg from the liRuid phase

during the latter stages of solidification.
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Decker and Freeman studied the possible mechanisms that

result in th_ beneficial e_ects o_ B and Zr. (13) Theg _ound

that low B and low Zr content (approximately 0 wt%) resulted

in rapid agglomeration o_ M23C 6 and _" in the grain boun-

daries, _ollo_-d by depletion o_ _" and intergranular crack-

ing transverse to the applied stress. Microcracking ini-

tiated between M_3C 6 particles and the depleted zones.

Additions o_ Zr, B, and Zr plus B in that order retarded

this process thereby increasing rupture li_e. Their conclu-

sion was that Zr and B stabilized the grain boundary by

inhibiting exc_s_ive M23C 6- -" _ormation. Theg also concluded

that B promoted the _ormation o_ carbides within the matrix.

A summary o_ most o_ the work which has been performed

with regard to B and Zr in superallogs was written bg Holt

and Wallace. (1_) Theg state several examples o_ how these

elements have been showf, to increase rupture li_e 13 times,

elongation 7 ti_es, high temperature strength, ductilitg,

and notch sensitivitg. Holt and Wallace presented many

suggestions that B and Zr a_e involved in interaction with

interstitials and impurity elements. For example, Zr is

known to interact with sulphur and carbon as a scavenger

_orming sulphocarbides. This lowers the amounts o_ these

elements remaining in solid solution at the grain boun-

daries. Although there is no evidence that boron combines

with sulphur, it has been suggested that boron alters sul-

phide morphology _rom plate like to spheroidal and that its
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solidus depressing e_ect may aid in the gettering o_ sul-

phur and other detrimental impurities. It has also been
J

suggested that boron reduces secondary grain boundary pre-

cipitation by shunting carbon to the matrix.

It is generally agreed that B and Zr segregate to the

grain boundaries due to their odd atomic size and low solu-

bilities in _ and _'. Boron is much smaller in atomic size

than Ni and tends to locate interstitially while Zr is large

in atomic size compared to Ni. In the grain boundaries they

are believed to _ill vacancies, reducing the _ormation o_ _"

denuded zones. In addition it has been suggested that they

both be present during solidification to prevent oxygen and

sulphur from _orming continuous _ilms in the grain boun-

daries.

A study by Hu and Li revealed that B initially segre-

gated to the grain boundary, the carbide-matrix inter_ace,

(14)
and in the borocarbide M_3(C,B) 6. A?ter aging they

discovered that the boron then segregated to the MC carbide

pe,-ipherg resulting in MC degeneration into more M_3 (C,B> 6.

Studies bg Wood_ord and Bricknell have considered

environmental damage to nickel-base superalloys and how it

is regulated. In a study by Wood?ord0 oxygen was determined

(15)
as the detrim_,,tal species. Oxygen segregation can lead

to grain boundary immobilization and unstable intergranular

_racture. He _ound that B additions reduced this suscepti-
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bilitg. In a later paper Nood?ord and Bricknell showed that

was e??ective in preventing pre?erential grain boundarg

precipitation of complex oxides during air exposure. (16>

Floreen and Davidson concluded that B and Zr improved

the creep propcrties in a nickel-base superallog. <17>

Although their primarg e_?ect appeared to be minimization o?

the harm?ul e.?ects o_ oxggen0 theg also state that no sin-

gle mechanism can explain all observed e_ects and their

e??icacg _ag varg with allog composition and test condi-

tions. Theg also noted no changes in microstructure, _rac-

ture appea_a,,ce, or grain boundary sliding behavior due to B

and Zr additior, s.

Zr at a level o? 1 wt% in a Ni-¢r-Zr alloy, was ?ound

to be bene?icial in preventing environmental attack.(18) The

mechanism was described as a rapid and more extensive

nucleation o? Cr203 along the allog sur?ace. A similar

result occur.red in a H_,H2S atmosphere.

In a study on Zr e??ects in alloy 713C, Radavich ?ound

zirconiums i_luence primarilg to be change_ in _" and MC
(19)

cal.bides. Allog 713C with low Zr showed _o eutectic

islands and ragged primarg _'. Increasing Z_ resulted in

more regular primarg _" and large _uantities o? eutectic

islands. Allog 713C with low Zr also displaged chinese

script MC carbides in the grain boundaries. Increasing the

Z_ in 713C created a more blockg0 discrete, and higher
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parameter M_. It wa_ also noted that _ was ?ound near

eutectic islands and grain boundaries, although Zr showed

little in?luence on its ?ormation. Overall the grain boun-

dary precipitates displayed a decrease in Ruantitg with

increased Zr levels.
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III. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

5.! Materials

Twelve experimental heats o? Udimet 738 were prepared

by the Special Metals Corporation (SMC)0 a division o_

Allegheng Ludlum Industries in New Hart?ord, New York. The

heats varied co_positionallg by systematically replacing

cobalt, boror,, and zirconium with nickel. The allog clas-

si.ication and corresponding weight percent (wt%) o_ the

variable eleme_:ts are given in Table I. The remaining ele-

ments o_ each alloy were held constant. The industrial

standard composition eor Udimet 738 is al!og 1A.

Each heat was investment cast in "cast to size" test

bars with a test region diameter o? .635 centimeters. These

test bars provided samples ?or microstructural analysis as

yell as mechanical testing.

3.2 Heat Treatment o? Cast U-738

Cast bars o. U-738 were given the commercial standard

heat treatment or 11_I°C ?or _ hours in vacuum, back cool

with an inert gas (At or N) to room temperature.
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TA_LF I. Allog Compositional Uariation (wt%

Allog No. Cobalt Boron Zirconium

1A 8.5 .01 04

15 8.5 .03 O4

2A 8.5 .01 10

2_ 8.5 '.03 10

3A 8.5 01 20

3B 8.5 03 20

4_ 0.0 01 04

45 0.0 03 04

5A 0.0 01 10

5R 0.0 03 10

6A 0.0 01 20

60 0.0 03 20

Remaining composition o_ all alloys (ut%)
A1 Ti Ta Nb W Mo Cr C Ni
3.4 3.4 1.7 0.9 2.6 1.7 '16.'0 0.1 Bal.

The samples _ere aged at 843°C for 24 hours and air cooled

to room temperature.

3.3 Structural Stabilitq

Allog stabilitg was evaluated by exposing the as cast

and the solution treated samples at 843°C up to 500 hours.

The e@_ects o@ the variations in cobalt, boron, and zir-

conium on the tendencg @or sigma @ormation would mani@est

themselves at this temperature.
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3o_ Mechanical Testinq

Specific _echanical properties o_ all twelve allogs

were obtained to evaluate ang e_ects that the compositional

modifications pay induce. The two tests chosen were uniax-

ial room temperature tensile, and uniaxial elevated tempera-

ture stress rupture. Commercial specifications are given in

Table II. The samples tested were each heat treated to the

indus trg standard.

All testing was performed at the gas Turbine Division

o_ general Motors Corporation, Indianapolis Indiana. Stan-

dard testing procedures were _ollowed and the data sheets

appear in Appendix B. Tested samples provided _racture sur-

faces _or _ractographic examination.

5 Sample Preparation And Examination

All samples were prepared bg wet polishing through 600

grit silicon carbide. This was _ollowed bg an electropolish

in 20% sulphuric acid in methanol and an immersion etch in

15% hgdrochloric acid in methanol plus a ?ew drops o? hgdro-

gel, peroxide.

Optical and scanning electron microscope (SEM) observa-

tion o? these prepared samples provided microstructural

characterization data. During SEM observation, energg

dispersive analgsis o_ X-rags (EDAX) provided qualitative
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chemical analysis o_ phases in situ. These phases uere then

extracted _or X-rag di_raction identi.ication. Details o_

these techniques are located in Appendix A.

TABLE If. Me,:hanical Propertg Speci_icatioT, m

Roo._ Temperature Ten._--.ilmProperties

'3u (MP.a;, SL4<r'IPa;, %E 1ongat ion :._Reduct ion o_" Area

89b. 3 792. 9 3. 0 3. 0

StTies$ F.'.ur,ture Pr,-,pertie_ .at '782°C .and 151 .,9 MPa

L if'e (HT m ) .',{E]ongat i,on
:::0 5.0
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IV. RESULTS

The results o_ this study are grouped into three cata-

gories_ scanning electron microscopg, mechanical properties,

and phase extraction identification. The _irst categorg

discusses the microstructural characteristics as a _unction

o_ compositional variations and heat treatment relative to

the standard alloy IA. Hechanical propertg data is

presented and related to compositional changes, microstruc-

tural di_ere,ces and _ractograghic observations. Finallg,

identification o_ extracted residues is presented.

4.1Scanninq Electron Microscopq

4.1.1 Standard Alloy Composition - 1A

The standard composition o_ U-738 contains 8.5 wt% Co,

.01 wt% B and Figure 1 shows representative microstructure

in the as cast, as cast plus solutioned, and "aged" condi-

tions o_ the commercial standard composition o£ U-738. In

the initial as cast condition, large script titanium rich MC

carbides can be _ound throughout the sample. Theg occupg

grain boundary and interdendritic locations. Two sizes o_

cooling or a_ cast _" were _ound which indicate areas o_

compositional variation. The as cast _" generallg appears

starlike and coarse. Moderate sized kidneg shaped islands

o? eutectic _" were ?ound along grain boundaries and
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( b ) ( c )
10.O:)IJ,ITl.

Figure 1. SEM Micrographs of Alloy lA.
(c) aged 24Hrs. 2noox

(a) as cast 3000X (b) solution treated 2000X
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transgranular lg.

Eutectic areas are the last liquid to Freeze and there-

_ore contain many odd sized elements resulting in areas oF

segregation. This provides excellent sites _or nucleation

o_ carbides, borides, zirconium rich phases, and deleterious

TCP phases. The onlg precipitates in the as cast eutectic

islands and grain boundaries o_ alloy 1A were script MC car-

bides.

In the as cast plus solution treated condition, the

most visible change in microstructure was the Formation oF a

duplex _ structure. Because the solutioning temperature o_

1121°C is in the middle of the _" solutioning range, onlg a

partial soluLioning of _ takes place. The result is a

duplex structure of ultra _iT,_ secondarg _" and coarse as

cast _ Th_ solutioned treated as cast _ shows a more

uniform cuboidal appearance than that in the as cast condi-

tion while the eutectic _" islands exhibit partial homogeni-

zation. The MC carbides remained unchanged.

In the solution treated plus aged thermal condition,

the precipitation of a Cr rich phase, most likelg M_3C 6 car-

. bides, can be seen along all grain boundaries while a

heavie_ precipitation was noted in the eutectic areas. Very

minor breakdou,, o_ the primary MC carbides occurred.

Overall the as ca_ _" appeared more uniform and cvboidal.
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4.1.2 Removal o_ Cobalt - Alloy 4A

Removal o_ all cobalt while maintaining levels o_ .01

ut% B and .04 wt% Zr produced various microstructural

alterations to alloy 1A. Figure 2 illustrates the three

thermal conditions oe the cobalt _ree alloy.

The as cast MC carbides and grain boundaries uere verg

similar to those o_ alloy 1A. An occasional lou melting

phase and boride which uere not detected in alloy 1A, uere

_ouf,d near eutectic _" areas.

The as cast plus solution treated condition o_ allog 4A

showed no duplex _" structure a_ was seen in allog 1A. The

eutectic islands also exhibited less homogenization. Occa-

sional grain boundary precipitates could be seen in addition

to the MC carbides. Because o_ the Co _ree nature o_ this

allog, it is highlg probable that these are M23C 6 carbides

_o,.med upon cooling due to change in carbon solubilitg.

In the aged condition, much heavier, almost continuous

g_ain boundal.g precipitates, most likelg M23C6_ can be seen.

Thi_ appare,,t M23C 6 precipitation appears heaviest in the

eutectic areas. It is possible that some oe these precipi-

tates are borides. Breakdown oe MC carbides was also more

prevalent than in alloy 1A.



( a) ...1 ----1-<;-'.-()-~-ll'l--j~ ( b )
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,~, '..' ~.lITI .

Figure 2. SEM Micrographs of Alloy 4A.
(c) aged 24Hrs. 2700X

(a) as cast 3000X (b) solution treated 1200X
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4.1.3 Addition o_ Boron -Allou 1B

Increasing the level o_ boron in alloy 1A resulted in

an allog with The as cast co_,dition showed precipitation o_

a Cr, Mo, W rich phase in the eutectic areas. (see Figure 3).

This phase appeared blocky and discrete but also appeared

script like on occasion and is probablu a boride. The

eutectic areas were much larger and more numerous than in

the base allog 1A. Some blocku HC carbides were _ound near

the boride precipitates.

A?ter solution treatment, more precipitation o? the

boride phas_ occurred in the eutectic areas. A duplex _s

structure resulted upon solution treatment, similar to allou

1A. Homogefmization o_ the eutectic islands did not occur as

coCpletelu as in allou 1A.

A?ter aging, a discrete precipitation o_ grain boundaru

M_3C 6 phase occurred and minor MC breakdown was detected.

The as cast _s showed an increased uniFormitg in shape and

distribution with thermal aging as seen in alloy 1A.

4.1.4 Removal o? Cobalt and Addition o_ Boron -Allou 49

Alloy 4B (0 wt% Co, .03 wt% B, .04 wt% Zr) in the as

cast conditiof, showed a Cr rich boride phase which was not-

ably larger, more massive, and blocky than in alloy 1B (Fig-

ure 4). MC carbides occasionally appeared more blocky than



(a) ( b ) f-I----:-:::--::---1
10. Own.

( c )

Figure 3. SEM Micrographs of Alloy lB.
(c) aged 24Hrs. 2~OOX

(a) as cast 5000X (b) solution treated 3000X



(a) I I
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Figure 4. SEM Micrographs of Alloy 4B.
(c) aged 24Hrs. 3000X

(a) as cast 2000X (b) solution treated 3000X
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script tgpe_ ho_,,ever, the maJority o? MC carbides remained

script type a,d were located in grain boundaries or inter-

" dendritically as in lB. The grain boundaries and eutectic

. _" islands a_p_ared similar to those in allog lB.

Upon solution treatment no duplex _" structure

developed. The eutectic _" islands showed some homogeniza-

tion and the a_ ca_t _" became more uni?orm and cuboidal.

These results are similar to those _ound in allog lB. Addi-

tional Precipitation in the eutectic island peripherg sug-

gests more boride ?ormation. Due to decreased carbon solu-

bilitg resulting _rom the removal o_ Co, some o? these pre-

cipitates mag be M_3C 6 carbides.

A?ter aging, the addition o? B seemed to promote ?ewer

discrete M_3C 6 precipitates in the grain boundaries. Minor

MC carbide breakdown was noted and traces o? an ultraFine

background _" were observed amidst the as cast _s. The

eutectic _" island_ remained unchanged ?tom the solution

treated condition.

4. 1.5 Addition o? Zirconium-Allog 3A

" Zirconium uas varied to three levels_ .04 wt%, .10 wt%,

and .20 wt%. Because the allogs with 10 wt% level oF zir-

conium shoued no substantial microstructural difference

relative to the .20 wt% level, the .20 wt% zirconium allog

(3A) was used _or evaluation (Figure 5). This allog
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(b) solution treated 3000X
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contained 8.5 wt% Co and .01 wt% B.

o The as cast structures o_ allog 3A showed two main

structural di._erences relative to the standard allog 1A.

First_ the eu_ectic _" islands were larger and more

numerous. Second, a zirconium rich stick phase precipitated

nea_. ,the eutectic _ islands. The script MC carbides and

grain boundarg precipitation appear una?_ected bg the higher

addition o? Zr. Overall the as cast _" appeared slightlg

more urli?orm in this higher Zr level allog as compared to

alloy 1A which had the lowest level oe Zr.

The solutioning heat treatment produced several struc-

tural e_ects. The eutectic _" areas showed occasional

boride tgpe precipitates even though the level oe boron was

onlg .01 wt%. These eutectic _" a0"_as did not homogenize as

completelg as t_,e low Zr allog IA. Occasionallg a low melt-

ing phase was observed in these same locations. The Zr rich

stick phase remained unaltered in location, size, and shape.

The as ca_t "_" in allog 3A exhibited solutioning but to a

lesser degree compared to allog 1A.

The aging treatment produced discrete grain boundary

precipitatiol, o? M_3C 6 carbides. Some Zr sticks were also

_ound in the grain boundarg and the MC breakdown was verg

minor. The re.oaining structures apeared similar to those in

the solutioned, condition.
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4. 1.b Removal oF Cobalt and Addition oF Zr - Alloy 6A

Alloy 6A contains 0 wt% Co, .20 wt% Zr, and .01 wt% B.

This cobalt tree alloy showed minor variations in as cast

phases compared to alloy 3A (Figure 6). Occasional boride

tgpe precipitates on the eutectic island periphery and more

numerous ultra Pine Y" precipitating between the coarse as

cast _* appear in the as cast structure o_ allog 6A. These

structures do not appear in alloy 3A.

The solutioning heat treatment did not produce as dis-

tinct a du_le_ g" structul.e as seen in other cobalt _ree

allogs. The eu_ectic _" area_ dispiaged less homogenization

than in alloy 3A.

The aging heat treatmef_t resulted in slightly heavier

M_3C 6 precipitation in the grain boundaries than in allog

3A. Alloy 6A, having the highest level oF Zr, appea_ed to

hace less continuous precipital:ion o_ M23C 6 in the grain

boundaries than alloys of lower Zr levels and 0 wt% Co.

Fairly heavy breakdown oF MC carbides was also noted in

allog 6A. The ultra_ine _" and partiallg homogenized eutec-

tic _" remained u_changed relative to these same structures

in the solutioned condition.

4.1.7 Additions oF Boron and Zirconium - Alloy 3B

The microstructures o_ alloy 3B are shown in Figure 7.



( a) 1-1----:l-;O.-;;-~ --tl
. V~UTl .

( b ) ~

1.0Wn .
( c ) 1-1-----,,.....,,,....---=--..,1

1(). Op,lT1.

Figure 6. SEM Micrographs of Alloy 6A.
(c) ag ed 24Hrs. 3000X

(a) as cast 3000X (b) solution treated 5000X



(a) ~

1.0\-vl'I. ( b ) ( c )

Fig u l' e 7. SEM Mi c l' 0 9l' a phs 0 f Alloy 3B.
(c) aged 24Hrs. 1800X

(a) as cast 5000X (b) solution treated 2000X
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Alloy (3B) contains .03 _t% B, .20 wt% Zr, and 8.5 wt% Co.

Co_pared to alloy 1A, the as cast MC carbides and the grain

boundaries appear unaltered by the high B and Zr content

?ound in a11o9 3B. However, more _requent borides and

larger, more numerous eutectic _" were ?ound in allog 3B

than in the alloys with a low leveZ o_ Zr (1B). Occasion-

ally a Zr rich stick and a boride were observed together as

in Figure 7. The borides were more blocky, ?airlg discrete,

and ?ouTed in th_ eutectic _" area_.

A?ter the solutioning heat treatment, the borides

appeared- to coarsen resulting in some massive boride parti-

cles. The M_ phase appeared to be stable and the grain

boundaries sho_ed no signs o_ precipitation. The eutectic

areas showed less signs o_ homogenization than those in

alloys with less Zr and less B. A less distinctive duplex

_" structure w_s observed in allog 3B; there?ore, the solu-

tioning o? th_ a_ ca_t _" _a_ not as extensive as in allogs

with less Zr.

Agter the aging heat treatment, discrete H23C 6 carbides

were observed in the grain boundaries along with minor MC

breakdown. This observation was made in all alloys which

• contained Co. Fi_ _eco_dar 9 _', Zr rich sticks, and boride

phases remained unchanged _rom the solution treated condi-

tion. Coarse as cast _" appeared more cuboidal and the

eutectic _" islands shomed no additional homogenization.



( a) '-,-----::-=---::---11
10. O~~rn . ( c )

Figure 8. SEM Micrographs of Alloy 63.
(c) aged 24Hrs. 2000X

(a) as cast 3000X (b) solution treated 3000X
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4. 1.8 Alloy &B - 0.0% Co Plus Additions o? B and Zr

As cast alloy &B with 0 wt% Co, .03 wt% B, and .20 wt%

Zr is sho_n in Figure 8. Borides, MC carbides, grain boun-

daries, and eutectic _" areas were similar to those observed

in the cobalt containing alloy 3B. The only difference

appeared to be a .ew additional Zr rich sticks.

A_'ter the solutioning treatment, no duplex _" struc-

tu_.es were noted, and an ultra_ine background _- appeared

slightly more numerous than in alloys with lower boron and

zirconium levels. The eutectic areas remained large and

appeared una@@ected bg the heat treatment. Other structures

were essentially unchanged _rom those in the as cast condi-

tion.

Aging produced two noticeable structural changes.

First, a @airly discrete a,.d inere_uent precipitation o?

M_C 6 in thc grain boundaries and second a plate phase pre-

cipitate in the matrix were ?ound. The plate phase was high

in Cr and mBg be the TCP pha_e _igma (_>. These plates

occurred in_requentlg and also appeared in the cobalt ?tee

allogs 5A and 5B.

J
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4.1.9 Alloy Sta6ility

Structural stabilitg o_ all twelve allogs was deter-

mined bg aging at 843°C. At this temperature, _ ?ormation

and/or heavg M2306 precipitation occurs i? the allogs are

compositionally unstable. Both as cast alloys and solution

treated alloys were aged eor i00, 300, and 500 hours.

Overall, less plate ?ormation was _ound in the as cast

allogs even though normallg as cast alloys show more segre-

gation. Tre,,ds o_ instability were otherwise similar in

both as cast atld solution treated allogs. Theg were as ?ol-

lo_s:

i. High levels o_ boron (.03 wt%) apparently pro-

moted plate phase _ormation in as little as

I00 hours o? aging.

2. Remnval o_ Fobalt accelerated plate phase ?orm-

ation. These plates uere observed in some Co

?tee allogs a_ter 24 hours o_ aging and in all Co

_ree allogs a_ter 100 hours oe aging.

3. Removal o_ cobalt destabilized the MC tgpe car-

bides resulting in massive breakdown o? MC into

M23C 6 tgpe carbides. Massive breakdown was ob-

served in Co _ree samples as early as aeter 100

hours o? aging.

4. Removal o? cobalt increased grain boundarg pre-
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cipitation o_ M_3C 6 tgpe carbides resulting in

continuous films. Continuous films were ob-

served in one Co free allog after 24 hours of

. aging and in all Co free allogs after 100 hours

of aging.

5. Cobalt containing allogs displaged more discrete

and li_:ited M_3C 6 ?ormation in grain boundaries

and in MC carbide breakdown. This observation

was noted in all Co containing allogs at all

stages o? aging.

In the as cast Co free allogs, massive precipitation of

discrete interdendritic M23C 6 carbides was ?ound, indicating

_ore segregation within the grains. This segregation was

not observed a_ter the solutioning heat treatment. Figure 9

displags characteristic morphologies of plate formation°

grain boundarg M23C6, MC breakdown, and interdendritic M23C 6
?ormation.

_._ Mechanical Testinq

Room temperature tensile and stress rupture tests were

carried out on all twelve allogs having the standard commer-

cial heat treatment. A summarg of the test results as a

function of each'elemental variation is given in Table III.



( b ) ( c ) IF" I

Figure 9. SEM Micrographs of LTA Samples.
(b) Alloy 4A A. C + aged 300Hrs.

(a) Alloy 1E sltn. treated + aged 500Hrs. 1500X
1500X (c) Alloy 4A A. C. + aged 500Hrs. 2000X



TABLE III. _echanical P.r0pe_ty Test Results

Ambient Tensile Stre_s Rupture

Allog S (HPa) S (MPa> %Elong. }:R. o_ A. Lif'e _.Elong.
u g

1A 1065 800 8.4 10.2 59 13.1

1_ 1067 ?44 5.? 10.2 63 14.3

2A 10_4 ??3 9.1 10. i 60 20.0

2£: 1008 771 6.1 9.3 50 21.7

3A 996 261 6.1 10.2 59 16.7

313 1005 720 6.0 8.7 43 17.0

4A 927 765 2.1 2.5 57 19.1

41_ 1025 ?52 6. I ?. 9 42 8.5

5A 990 ?65 5.9 9.3 39 8.0

5I_ 9/4 ?56 5.6 4.8 49 10.0

6A 1005 ?56 5.0 ?. 9 40 16.0

613 905 ?62 5.0 7.2 31 11.0

Figure 10 _hc,_ the unia×ial tensile properties with

respect to cobalt, g_nerall 9, allogs with cobalt had a

+5.3_ average i,_provement in ultimate _trength over allogs

_ithout c,:,b.alt.
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Figure 10. Ultimate Tensile Strength vs. Wt% Cobalt

Figure 11 shows the e_Tect o. boron on uniaxial tensile

properties. Four o_ the six allogs in which boron was

varied showed less than 5% change in ultimate strength ?rum

allogs with the standard level o_ boron. The other two

exhibited opposite behaviors with larger changes in

strength. There.ore it is di??icult to correlate additions

o? boron to ang trend in uniaxial tensile strength.
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Figure Ii. L_Itimate T-_nsiie Strength vs. _t". Boron

Zirconium additions and their impact on ultimate

strength are depicted in Figure 12. Overall there appeared

to be a decrease in strength with increasing zirconium con-

tent. However, as with boron, it di++icult to define a

trend.
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Stress rupture lives mere also plotted _ith respect to

compositional variation, and again, cobalt allogs displaged

an overall improvement in rupture li_e bg +22% (see Figure

13).
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Figure 13. Stress Rupture L1_e vs. Wt% Cobalt

Boron additiof,s seemed to decrease rupture li?e; how-

ever, two o. the six allogs had signi_icantlg improved lives

(see Figure lq).
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Figure 14. Stress Rup_.ure Li_e vs. _t% Boron

Zirconium additions also displayed an overall decrease

in rupture li.e (Figure 15). Allogs with the .20 wt% level

o€ zirconiu_ co,,sistentlg showed shorter rupture li?e as

co_pared to the allogs with the .04 wt% level o? zirconium.
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Figure 15. Stress Rupture L1_e vs Wt% Zirconiu_

The percent o_ elongation was used to compare ductil-

ity. Both tensile ductility and stress rupture ductility

were plotted together relative to compositional variation.

Figure 16 depicts the e?Tect oT cobalt on ductility.

Tensile ductility improved with cobalt additions at low

boron levels and _as consta,,t at high bo_on levels. Rupture

duc_ilitg shoued mixed results, but there was a trend o?

improved ductility with the addition o_ cobalt, especiallg

at high bore,, levals.
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Figure 16. Percent Elongation vs. Wt% Cobalt

The e_?ect o? boron on ductilitg is shown in Figure 17.

At room temperature the results again were mixed, generallg

reduction in ductilitg occured _ith increased boron and Zr

levels. At elevated temperatures, ductility was virtuallg

constant when boron was increased and cobalt was present.

Re_oval o. cobalt and increased amounts o? boron showed a

general reduction in ductility.
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Figure 17. Percent Elongation vs. Wt% Boron

When zirconium was the variable, tensile ductilitg

showed no _r_d. Rupture ductilitg showed general improve-

• ent although again the results were not consistent (Figure

18).
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Figure 18 Percent Elongation vs. Wt% Zirconium

4.3 Fractoaraph4

J

Fractographic analysis ?ailed to reveal ang causes o_

?ailure that could explain the inconsistencies in mechanical

properties. Although all samples showed varying degrees o?

porosity, it was concluded that porosity was not a major

?actor in _ailure. Large quantities o? brittle MC carbide

_racture _ere observed in many samples. All ?ractu_es were

transg_anvlar.
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4.4 Phase Extraction Identi?ication

The structures present in Udimet 738 were identi?ied by

X-ray powder di_?raction analysis, o? extracted phases.

Table IV shows the phases present in the coarse and ?ine

residues extracted _rom the standard heat treated alloys.

The boride phase appeared only in the coarse residue o?

those alloys alloys with a high level o_ boron. The boride

phase was Dound in the _ine residues o? all high level boron

alloys as yell as in the residues o? low boron level alloys

that did not co_,tain cobalt. The M_3C 6 phase appeared to be

greater in amount in Co _ree alloys. The amount o? MC phase

appeared ?airly consistent and no shi_ts in lattice parame-

ter were noted regardless o? alloy composition.

TABLE IV. X-rag Peak Identi_'ication

Co._rsc.Residue Fine Residue
m

0 o

M?_ 4.36 A MC 4. 36 A

o

Cr£: (MSB3) Mo3C 6 10 70 A>_ _ •

CrB x (M5B 3 >
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V. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

2._ Role 0__._Cobalt In U-738

Cobalt at levels o_ 8.5 wt% and 0 wt% displayed little

direct interactio, with boron and zirconium. For the most

part, borides were script like in appearance in alloys con-

taining cobalt and more qassive when cobalt was removed. No

cobalt borides were _ound.

Cobalt had a more pro_ound e_ect on _" Allogs con-

taining cobalt showed a dJJ_lex _ structure a_ter solution-

ing whereas alloys without Co did not. This indicated that

th_ _" solvus temperature ha_ been raised bg the removal o_

cobalt. This observation agrees with the results o_ studies

bg Engel (3)• Nathal __etal .(4)•and Jarret and Tien. (6) It

was difficult to determine optically i_ the volume _raction

o_ _" was altered bg cobalt removal. The as cast _" mor-
J

phology in all alloys appeared similar in size and shape.

Eutectic V" islands in Co _ree allogs displaged less homo-

genization possibly indicating an increased solvus tempera-

turo.

Samples which had a duplex V_ structure showed an

improvement in stress rupture properties. The increase in

stress rupture results agrees with results reported previ-

ouslg. (5'6_9) Stress rupture improvement generallg has been

attributed to discreLe grain boundarg precipitation and V"
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volume fraction. (5) While cobalt prevented continuous _ilms

in the grain boundaries, it is not certain as to whether an

- increase in _" volume _raction occurred.

Tensile properties have also been related to V" mor-

phology and discrete grain boundary carbides. Because the

V" particle siz_ distribution and volume _raction were not

measured, it is difficult to say which _actor had the most

sig,,i_icant inPluence on tensile properties, V" or discrete

caTbides. In this study, alloys containing Co showed an

improvement in tensile properties, whereas published litera-

ture has reported little or. no tensile property improvement.

Cobalt stabilized the MC carbides by preventing MC

breakdown the;.eby inhibiting massive M_3C 6 _ormation in the

grain boundaries. Mang studies agree with this

re_ult.(3'6'_'9) In long time aged samples o_ 500 hours,

cobalt apParentlg retarded _ _orm_tion. This does not agree

with earlier reports bg Engel (3) (8)and Lurid e_t_tal; however,

their studies were on alloys o_ di_eerent composition than

U-738.

_.2 E_eect O_ Boron

Many claims have been made as to the beneficial ee_ects

o_ boron. Most studies report grain boundarg e_ects

including carbon shunting and complex oxide retardation. In

this studg o_ U-738, B additions did not alter the grain
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boundaru morphology. In comparison o_ low B allogs to high

B allogs, the M23C 6 carbidu precipitation and as cast _"

showed no change in quantity or shppe, to high B alloys.

The most notable eeeects o_ higher boron additions appeared

as the _ormation oe a large boride phase and increased size

and amount o_ eutectic _" isl_nds. The boride phase _as

most o?ten _ound near these eutectic islands and rarely

appeared in the grain boundaries. Most signi?icantly, B

additions did not result in an improvement in mechanical

properties, but rather a decrease in stress rupture li_e was

_ound. This does not coincide with _indings by Holt and

(12) (13)
Wallace , Decker and Freeman , and Antong and Rada-

(11)
rich; however, their studies considered levels o_ boron

primarily in the range o_ 0.0 wt% to .01 wt%, whereas this

study compared B levels o_ .01 to .03 wt%. This suggests

that addition o_ B beyond the .01 wt% level may be ineffec-

tive in increasing mechanical properties o_ Udimet 738.

Since the solid solubility limit o_ B in pure Ni is approxi-

mately .015 wt%, higher levels o_ B may only result in the

_ormation o_ larger borides which do not contribute to

mechanical properties.

_._ E_ects 0_ Zirqonium

Zirconium is a trace element which may control grain

boundary precipitation and act as a getter o_ sulphur,

thereby improving high temperature strength and ductility.
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2r has been reported to have a homogenizing e£fect on _" and

to promote discrete and less numerous MC carbides. (19)

° Results oF this studg showed that samples oF high Zr level

had as cast _" _hich appea_.ed more uniform in size and

shape. Solution treated alloys with high Zr levels also

sho_ed a du_,lex _" structure that was not as distinct as

that seen in alloys with low Zr levels. The ultraFine

_econdarg _t appeared more dispersed in th_ matrix of high

Zr level alloys. Zr additions showed no e_Fect on MC mor-

phology.

Zr additi_f,s also increased the size and _uantity oF

eutectic _, islands which agrees with previous stu-

dies. (11'19) Zr appeared to b_ heavilg segregated at eutec-

tic _" islands a_ the m_joritg of Zr rich stick phases were

Found in these areas, grain boundary morphologg appeared

unaFFected bg Zr additions.

In this studu, the eF#ects of Zr on mechanical proper-

ties showed mixed results and it was diFFicult to observe

any trends. Holt and Wallace reported that rupture life and

ductilitg were independent oF Zr content in allog 738 and

thus the bene.icial eFFects oF Zr may be alloy depen-
(1_)

dent. In the studg o_ Antong and Radavich_ Zr had an

advwrse eFFect on mechanical properties which was attributed

to microporosity. Their samples were taken From integrally

cast wheels in which the microporositg was more dependent on

changes in the solidification range. Samples in this studg
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_ere cast to size test bars in uhich solidification uas veru

rapid, the_ebu decreasing the e_ects o_ a large solidifica-

tion range. Yet microporosity uas observed in the tested

bars. However, no correlation o_ porositu to mechanical

properties or Zr level could be made.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMENDATIONS

_._ Conclusions

Variations o_ the minor elements B and Zr with the

major alloying element cobalt resulted in changes in micros-

tructure and although the complete role o_ cobalt is not

_ullg understood in U-738, some o_ the e_ects o_ cobalt are

as _ollows:

1. The pTesence o_ cobalt did not a_ect the as

casL _" m_phologg.

2. Rem._val o_ cobalt increased the _" solvus temp-

erature.

3. The a_ount o_ secondarg _'° was decreased

a_ter solution treatmen_ in Co _ree allogs.

4. A decrease in stress rupture properties was as-

sociated with the loss o_ secondarg _"

5. Remo_al o_ cobalt promoted M_3C 6 precipitation.

b. Cobalt stabilized primary MC carbides.

7. Cobalt inhibited _ormation o_ continuous grain

boundary _ilms.

8. Cobalt helped to prevent _ _ormation.

Boron and zirconium had the _ollowing e_ects:

1. Boron additions beyond .01 wt% precipitated

large borides without a substantial change in

mechanical properties.

2. Zirconium additions created subtle changes in _"
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but did not e_Fect mechanical properties.

3. High Zr levels promoted Zr rich stick phase

precipitation near eutectic _" islands.

4. Doron and zirconium had little eFFect on matrix

carbides or the morphologg o_ grain boundary

carbides.

5. Boron and zirconium increased the solidification

range o_ the allog which resulted in larger and

more numerous eutectic _" islands.

6. L_ithin the scope oF this studg oF cast to size

bars, there was no correlation between porositg

and B plus Zr content, although porosity was ob-

served in some Fracture surfaces.

_.2 R_c@mmendations

The results o# this study showed that additional

research needs to be done to answer the di##erence in

results Found in this study compared to results reported in
r

the re_erenced literature. The _ollowing areas _or _uture

_esearch are recommended:

I. Because o_ the great degree oF difference in cast-

ability o_ cast to size test bars and_large cast

components, it is recommended that actual compo-

nents be cast with the compositional variations

used in this study and'evaluate the eF#ects oF B

and Zr on porosity Formed during solidification.
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2. More mechanical propertg tests should be per-

_or_ed to insure statistical reliabilitg.

° 3. Larger variations in composition, notablg B and

Zr in U-738, should be investigated to determine

the extreme amounts o_ B and Zr which wouid be

acceptable in this allog.
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APPENDIX A

Sample Preparation An___ddExamination

Sample Preparation

Samples used in this study were taken From cast to size

test bars that had experienced all levels oF heat treatment

and long time aging (LTA). Aging periods were 100, 300, and

500 hour_ at 843°C. Both the _olution treated and as cast

samples were exposed to LTA. The cast to size bars were

severed in the test region, then ground Flat longitudinallg.

Each sample was then wet ground through 600 grit silicon

carbide Followed bg an electropolish in 20% sulfuric acid in

methanol elect_olgte solution. A stainless steel beaker

served as the cathode and the sample itself as the anode.

The polishing parameters were 20 volts, 3 to 5 amps For

approximatelg 8 seconds. This was Followed immediatelg bg

an immersion etch in a 15% hgdrochloric acid in methanol

plus a Few drops oF 30% hgdrogen peroxide solution For 5 to

10 seconds.

The electropolish served to put the carbides, borides0

TCP, and other inert phases in relieF. MC carbides that are

rich in titanium should appear black in the scanning elec-

tron microscope due to the relativelg low atomic weight oF

titanium. Other inert phases should appear either grag or

bright. The i_mersion etch removes the _" phase, resulting
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in three different levels o_ microstructure. The etched _"

should appear dark, since it i_ at the lowest level, the

matrix should appear gray (intermediate level), and the car-

bides and inert phases at the top level are as previously

decribed. The etching o_ the _" and grain boundaries acts

to enhance the contrast oe each sample.

MicTostructural and Chemical Analgsis

Microst_uctures oe each sample were characterized with

a d.E.O.L, dSM 35CF scanning electron microscope (SEM). The

various morphologies and locations of the phases present

_ere recorded electon micrographicallg. An energy disper-

sive X-rag af,alyzer (EDAX), attached to the SEM was used to

aid in phase composition analysis. Spot probing allowed eor
J

a general qualitative analysis of phases i._o_nsitu..

Phase Extractions and Identieication

Isolation oF phases other than the matrix and _" were

required for positive identification. A standard electro-

lytic ext_actio, technique was employed for the removal o?

the inert boride, carbide, and TCP phases. Extraction sam-

ples were supplied ?_om the remaining half of the severed

cast to size test bars used in the SEM study. A 10% hydro-

chloric acid in methanol electrolyte° tantalum cathode, and

extraction sample as anode were operated on the basis of .07
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amps per square centimeter of anode. Extraction time lasted

approximatelg i hour. The residue was periodicallg washed

from the extraction sample in clean methanol and was allowed

to settle a minimum of 12 hours before separation and

filtering. The extracted residues were agitated until fullg

suspended. Settling was permitted for three minutes at

which time all the methanol was decanted off and placed in a

separate cor,tainer. Additional clean methanol was added to

the remaining settled residue and the agitation-separation

process repeated. The decanted methanol held a suspended

fine residue while the remaining residue was defined as

coarse. Each residue was then filtered from the methanol

using Millipore .6 micron filter papers. The filter papers

were then mounted on glass slides in preparation for X-rag

identification.

The extracted and mounted residues were subjected to

po_der di.fractiot, analysis to identify the fine and coarse

residues in each alloy. A general Electric X-rag diffrac-

to_eter was used to generate the diffraction patterns with

nickel ?ilteT.ed copper K radation. The parameters used

were 40 KV, 20 ma for primarg X-rag excitation. Scanning

range was from 25 to 61 ° 28.
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APPENDIX B

,o_...4 (,..,-.) MATERIALS RESEARCH LABORATORY
DETROITDIESELALLISONDIVISIONOF GENERALMOTORS

SHORT-TIME ELF_VATEDTEMPERATURE TENSIONTEST REPORT

PROJECT NO. _/.,_P/Z,_ _" ._, CHARGENO. /'_ 0 EDO NO. ...

MATER,AL/SPEC,FICAT,ON"Z",,'Z7 _8 SOURCE,-T..AJ_o_'_z;_'?_
TESTING MACHINE EXTENSOMETER

DATE / ;_/5 _/_"_ OPERATOR
I. RECORD OF TEMPERATURE CONTROL

I
CONTROLTEMP.CENTEROFSPEC'ME",'_ t I _i/ s-D5"- / =70 _ / _"0"7 v S_ g' / _-o_ / _'/ o / _--/ / / _-/ 2..

2. OBSERVED DATA OF SHORT-TIME ELEVATED TEMPERATURE TENSION TESTS

SPEED OF HEAD OF TESTING MACHINE UP TO
REMOVAL OF EXTENSOMETER,.IN. PER MIN.

SPEED OF HEAD OF TESTI,_G MACHINE AFTER

REMOVAL OF EXTENSOMETERo IN, PER MIN.

ORIGINAL DIAMETER OF SPECIMEN, IN. ., _.3"_ ,.,_,_ ,,,_,.,-_"/ • _'_ .,_,€_ ._.:_ ,_F.K7 ,,_ _-'-'/

FINAL DIAMETER OF SPECIMEN,IN. ,237 .r_37 o23,_ 0 *._ ,.Z-_:m _,_Y _'_F_ °'"_//

2

OR,G,NALC,SAREA,,N. ,o€_/ ,¢£'1/ ,o(/fY .n_f! ,oVz7 .nu_/ .nY7_'i.dY;.
2

FINAL C/S AREA, IN. , O{'//ql ,#I"/V/ . n VV3- ./)¢V._"" ,nVS? ,z_t_f7 ,/)(.,/_,7 e/)__/'""'"
-- -- . • o €

2

_'RIGINAL WIDTH, IN.

ORIGINAL THICKNESS.IN.

2

"LONGATION,FINAL LENGTH,IN. /a'OOP /a._ / _) _'/ Za_'/ /Z_'/ _O /_)_-/ / _./-', /

ORIGINALLENGTH, IN. /_'Z_ /,_#_P'_'_ /(_"_ X_"_'_ /, _ //V'PTJ_ #_s,vT';_"_ r!,[ ":'?' d

ELONGATION LENGTH, IN. ;/'_0'_(/' e O-_'q ,Of / , #_'1 , _ / # a _'0 ,rOZ / ,@ _',,/

LOCAT,ONOPFRACTURE /£,@,Gi _.L).e

.J. 3. CALCULATED RESULTS OF SHORT-TIME ELEVATED-TEMPERATURE TENSION TESTS

TENSILESTRENGTH,p,i /:_'V.V! /S¢._' /S?, Z- Iq/_,'_ /V4.-<"/(/5.g 13q. _ IL/_7

YIELD STRENGTH,( 0.2% OFFSET)m$i //_',_ .//,Kq,_ '_ //,_,J ")l /.? //(_'-_ :///,/_ /)_.1_ !/ Oq./.( 002% OFFSET ) p_i " " " " "

ELONGATIONPERCENT t'_"9' _'7.? q. / _'. / _,,/ (,, 0 -_. / _,. / /
QEDUCTION OF AREA, PERCENT /o,z.. /a. 'L "/0,I 9.3 m. Z. 7."/ ,2,3- _7,_1

)ULUS OF ELASTICITY, 106_=i • - # _" (

\ /
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FOI_M2Z4Z-T(R[¥.6-74)
MATERIALS RESEARCH LABORATORY

DETROITDIESELALLISONDIVISIONOF GENERALMOTORS

SHORT- T I ME ELEVATED TEMPERATURETENSION TEST REPORT

o oJEcTNO. CHARGENO. EO0.0.
MATERIAL /SP&CIF'ICATION- .-'_"J"4".'_--_ _ / SOURCE ,7"_".,_ 1_"_ 4_'L._.//'G""
TESTING MACHINE EXTENSOMETER

_ATE /Z /7o/,¢-_ ' OPERATOR

I. RECORD OF TEMPERATURE CONTROL

, , _ ""

/5/3 ,/-_-./_ ',/5--/J" / 3-/_,
2. OBSERVED DATA OF ;HORT-TIME ELEVATED TEMPERATURE TENSION TESTS

SPEED OF HEAD OF TESTING MACHINE UP TO

REMOVAL OF EXTENSOMETER,IN. PER MIN.

SPEED OF HEAD OF TESTING MACHINE AFTER

REMOVAL OF EXTENSOMETER, IN. PER MIN,

ORIGINAL DIAMETER OF SPECIMEN, IN. ,._7_':_/ .,,._F_,i'_'.,.._,_"_ .F_.I?

FINAL DIAMETER OFSPECIMEN,IN. .._/'7.._ •_"_3_ . _'/_ . ,m,_O

2

ORIGINAL C/S AREA, IN. ._'_ 7 ,_q,_3 ,/) t,/_'/ ,,l_#O_?

2

FINAL C/S AREA, IN. • n qGO ./2(/qY ./h _#5_._,. . D V,._.

2

D,F._.c,s.j_PEA.,N ,OoZ/9 ,oo3.,<'; .Go_ 9 .o035"

ORIGINALWIDTH, IN.

ORIGINAL THICKNESS,IN.

OR,G,NALc,sAREA.,,,2 "./. t.. _.47.Z_ ...<27d 5"3,Pz/ ..'38"2)
/

"AXIMUMLOAO.'B ?/do
ELONGATION,FINAL LENGTH,IN /_,_)_"'_ //_.._ XL_)._"'_) ,/_,L_).-_'_

ORIGINAL LENGTH, IN. /,/_Ot_,_ /_ //i:_,,_I_T,_ ZO"Z_-7._

ELONGATIONLENGTH, IN. .O_'_ , 0 ._ o P _ , _:_ ._
I

LOCATION OF FRACTURE

a

s"^ s-_ (,,_ a:B \
3. CALCULATED RESULTS OF SHORT-TIME ELEVATED-TEMPERATURE TENSION TESTS

STRENGTH, pli /_"_ "_IIP iV/. Z* / _'//,_. ,_ / _"/Ot D

( YIELD STRENGTH,(O.2% OFFSET)pll //0•_ /O_._ /D_._, //a,_

( 0.02% OFFSET ) psi
ELONGATION PERCENT ---_', ? -_, _ _". t'_ ..._, t")

REDUCTION OF AREA, PERCENT P___.,/,_ /../, _7" ?, _ #7, Z-
...- 1OOULUSOF ELASTICITY, 10e psi " "
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,NDEXNO. //_0 l
CREEP - RUPTURE REPORT

_7:,H.-...:-REQUESTED BY , ,LI/
"_ MACHINE NO. _/

MATERIAL SPECIFICATIONOR ALLOY "_,// 7._ ,'_

CONDITION

STRESS RUPTURE 1/I" CREEP TEST

TEST TEMPERATURE ,/'-_ _ _ STRESS _'_"_. _ (-_" _'/

OTHER INFORMATION OR REMARKS

DIAMETER, " _-_--"/-_ " TIME OF DAY

.DAD-PAN (20:1 BEAM _",,_. /J'_ / # INCREASE TO AT,

LOAD-SPECIMEN .,/_} ,_f_)o "7... #' INCREASE TO AT.

FINAL GAGE / /;'_ / " INCREASE TO AT.

ORIG. GAGE / _ " INCREASE TO AT

71DIFF , /._"_/ " TIMER READ-FAIL OR STOP '

ELONG. /7, / % TIMER READING-START _------_0 Y_(" _

D,ALGAGE-START TESTTIME-HOURS J-9

o,__o_-STO_ I/_/'"_"
DIFF..

ELONG. % CREEP DATA: -

FAILURE TYPE

NORMAL /

FAILED IN RADIUS

FAILED OUTSIDE GAGE

FAILED IN NOTCH

FAILED IN THREADS
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INDEXNO. //_O ?
CREEP - RUPTURE REPORT

_ROJ.NO.i;'_'_,'-'"_'""r //.; _ _"_/ /7 ,-_ .°' ''_"" SPECIMEN NO.
r " CHG.NO. _," ,DATEJ _ "_"_"

REQUESTED BY ..J"% /_] _.:',_"_.- / -"/_
'' MACHINE NO. /-7/"

" MATERIAL SPECIFICATIONOR ALLOY SJ _7_-_ ._:_

CONDITION

STRESS RUPTURE / CREEP TEST

TEST TEMPERATURE !P(_ _'_ STRESS _ Z, _/_"._" /

OTHER INFORMATION OR REMARKS

DIAMETER • _ _/'_
TIME OF DAY

-DAD-PAN (20:IBEAM _/'_" _" _ # INCREASE TO AT

LOAD-SPECIMEN ,_,.1 7/ _ # INCREASE TO AT

F,NALGAGE / //_ •
INCREASE TO AT_

ORIG. GAGE ,/ "_.'_" ._"
INCREASE TO AT

DIFF /(7 "_ " TIMER READ-FAIL OR STOP _ _/,

DIAL GAGE-START. TEST TIME-HOURS _ _' P

DIAL GAGE-STOP //_ /,_"" _'"

DIFE

ELONG. % CREEP DATA:

FAILURE TYPE

NORMAL i,.,,"

FAILED IN RADIUS

FAILED OUTSIDE GAGE

FAILED IN NOTCH

FAILED IN THREADS
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INDEX NO. /_:" ,/

CREEP - RUPTURE REPORT

#ROJ. NO> ".'_'_/ SPECIMEN NO. ;" ,'_ CHG.NO. DATE /2 3"- _ - -- N "" , • _r¢'

REQUESTED BY _', /_r.'-:-_._'_ • -;-"/;-_/
MACHINE NO. ,,,/

MATERIAL SPECIFICATIONOR ALLOY ."_' "".> L

CONDITION

STRESS RUPTURE / CREEP TEST

TEST TEMPERATURE /2._ P STRESS T:___. _ _;:"'_"/

OTHER INFORMATION OR REMARKS

DIAMETER , _ C7/ 7 " TIME OF DAY

.OAD-P_N(20:,=EAM 52.4 f ,_ ,NCRE_ETO AT
LOAD-SPECIMEN /_-'_-- _',, C" # INCREASE TO AT

FINAL GAGE / _ _ _ " INCREASE TO AT.

/ ,-_--_ORIG. GAGE • " " INCREASE TO AT

• L_ , "DIFF s "? _ O " TIMER READ-FAIL OR STOP

// •ELONG. ,,_-,_. O % TIMER READING-START (J " _'_

DIAL GAGE-START TEST TIME-HOURS _ 'Z_ ,

D,AL GAGE-STOP //-.'_"/_" "(_

DIFE

ELONG. % CREEP DATA:

FAILURE TYPE
/

NORMAL /

FAILED IN RADIUS

FAILED OUTSIDE GAGE

FAILED IN NOTCH

FAILED IN THREADS
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/
INDEX NO. .'/_' / _T,

CREEP - RUPTURE REPORT

PROJ. NO.. "- SPECIMEN NO,- 2,-" / CHG.NO.-""" '_"::""" DATE '/' /tT'":_"J:

REQUESTED BY "J _' _'" _('_" (:";"'_" MACHINE NO. /'/

MATERIAL SPECIFICATIONOR ALLOY _/ "'7 7 (._:_

CONDITION

STRESS RUPTURE J CREEP TEST

TEST TEMPERATURE /'€_-'_"- ,..2_ ,._ STRESS _--_"_ . (J /CJ"/

OTHER INFORMATION OR REMARKS

DIAMETER i, _,,_" i "_ ,, TIME OF DAY

.-.-_-,-
.DAD-PAN (20:1 BEAM -'_ ;f'- (,_ '/

#_ INCREASE TO AT.

LOAD-SPECIMEN ,,'/_._"d, "_ # INCREASE TG AT

FINAL GAGE //_7 / ? .
INCREASE TO AT_

ORIG. GAGE / €.,_'_&,_ " INCREASE TO AT

DIFF '"_ / ? " TIMER READ-FAIL OR STOP • _)

 .oNo ,  Ao,No-sT, .T ":_ . ,L..,,,/

DIAL GAGE-START TEST TIME-HOURS '-_'t'.'._ •

DIAL GAGE-STOP l/"._/2J'

DIFF.

ELONG. % CREEP DATA:

FAILURE TYPE

NORMAL /'

FAILED IN RAOIUS

FAILED OUTSIDE GAGE

FAILED tN NOTCH

FAILED IN THREADS
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inDEXNO. /_ / Y'
CREEP - RUPTURE REPORT

PROJ. NO.P)"::_" J" SPECIMEN NO. _ _'; CHG.NO.. 7 '_/_'''; " ]' /"_/' "/ DATE //_X "/,' /

REQUESTED BY _ //'J;/"" '-t "'_" '* ? _'_
MACHINE NO. 7

MATERIAL SPECIFICATIONOR ALLOY _-"./'/ '_ ._J;:_

CONDITION

STRESS RUPTURE / CREEP TEST

TEST TEMPERATURE /_'_ _) STRESS 2 Z. _ _ --_'/

OTHER INFORMATION OR REMARKS

DIAMETER . r_ _ _ " TIME OF DAY

.OAD-PAN (20:IBEAM "_-C'//t _ / # INCREASE TO AT

LOAD-SPECIMEN / L:_)_::_/-_, _ # INCREASE TO AT

FINAL GAGE Z /,/_ 7 ' INCREASETO AT

OmG.GAGE /' _'_J-/) " _NGREASETO AT

.]" ; • s+o.0 ' "?
_,) /',')./:+ lELONG. /_ , "'7 % TIMER READING-START .... /"i'A _ ,""

D,ALGAGE-START TEST+,ME-HOURS S y, -_"
DIAL GAGE- STOP

DIFE

ELONG. % CREEP DATA:

FAILURE TYPE

NORMAL /"

FAILED IN RADIUS

FAILED OUTSIDE GAGE

FAILED IN NOTCH

FAILED IN THREADS
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MATERIAL,_ECIF,CATIONORALLOY 2"i,/ .'2Z P"" L

* CONDITION

STRESS RUPTURE / CREEP TEST

TEST TEMPERATURE //'/?Z)t"- -' STRESS ";;" _'2 J) ' """ _/t:,

OTHER _NFO_MATION OR REMARKS

DIAMETER O_ r_-/-_
• " TIME OF DAY

OAD-PAN (20:1 BEAM _.""_,F ,,_ /
# INCREASE TO AT.

LOAD-SPECIMEN t _)'F "_,
INCREASE TO AT

FINAL GAGE /. / _/J.:2 , INCREASE TO AT- {

ORIG.GAGE /t '_:_)"_"_ " INCREASE TO AT.

DIFF. .i7 " " TIMER READ.-FAIL OR STOP (_W O

,LO=. /'7.,o , ,,,_==,Ao,,,_s,=,,f.D-f"/(_
DIAL GAGE-START TEST TIME-HOURS 4 _ 0

/_ 14 .#DIAL GAGE-STOP .I .) ;'" D "

- DIFF

ELONG. % CREEP DATA:

FAILURE TYPE
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FAILED IN RAOIUS

FAILED OUTSIDE GAGE

FAILED IN NOTCH

FAILED IN THREADS
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REQUESTED BY _'7"" /_),,',,"i_'_,.,,,."_, MACHINE NO. _'_

MATERIAL SPECIFICATIONOR ALLOY

CONDITION

.,.-"
STRESS RUPTURE CREEP TEST

TEST TEMPERATURE /,_'(:_ O STRESS _ "2 ,O _" _ /
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FAILURE TYPE
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FAILED IN RADIUS

FAILED OUTSIDE GAGE

FAILED IN NOTCH
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OTHER INFORMATION OR REMARKS

DIAMETER , _ S--/ " TIME OF DAY '

.OAD-PAN (20:IBEAM j_. L/ # INCREASE TO AT

LOAD-SPECIMEN itJ";_/' P # INCREASE TO AT

FINAL GAGE /_ d2_)-- '• INCREASE TO AT,

ORIG.GAGE / (-p-7_-_'_) " INCREASE TO AT.

DIFE ' /6") _ TIMER READ-FAIL OR STOP , J

OJ?ELONG T,MERREAO,NG-START 7--, ,,

DIAL GAGE-START TEST TIME-HOURS _ / • ?

DIAL GAGE-STOP / 7-//Z 7//.._

" DIFF.
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FAILURE TYPE

NORMAL

FAILED IN RADIUS /
v"FAILED OUTSIDE GAGE

FAILED IN NOTCH

FAILED IN THREADS
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